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“
What we are doing is
Mshiigaade – clearing,
opening the path to where
we want to be.

”

IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018
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Executive Summary
Leading Post-Secondary Education Indigenous Institutions of Choice for Life Long
Learning in a Culturally Supportive Environment for All Learners
We are pleased to share our Indigenous Institutes Consortium Strategic Plan for 2020/2023, which sets out our
key priorities and the goals, outcome statements, objectives and strategies upon which our priorities are based.
Our Shared Vision, Mission, Values are at the centre of our Strategic Plan, keeping us grounded in First Nations
knowledge and teachings, and aligning our work with the needs expressed by our communities.
IIC will strive to enhance the capacity of Indigenous Institutes in the coming year’s efforts. The four goals to guide our
work, helping to steer us toward our Shared Vision, include:

Championing long term adequate, stable,
predictable funding for Institutes

Supporting improved data collection and management
with a goal of moving to a common data system

Developing and disseminating best practices to
support building the capacity of IIs

Nurturing and growing IIC’s partnerships across the postsecondary education and training landscape
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The Story Behind Our Plan
The Indigenous Institutes Consortium (IIC), formerly
known as the Aboriginal Institutes Consortium, is an
incorporated non-profit organization established in
1994 with a mission to secure resources to support
the development of member institutes and to promote
their recognition. Indigenous Institutes in Ontario were
originally formed in the 1980s and 1990s to meet the
training and post-secondary education demands of
Indigenous. In December of 2017, after many years of
relationship building, research and tireless advocacy,
our member institutes achieved a historic commitment
with the passage of Ontario’s Indigenous Institutes
Act. Interim funding of $56 million was also secured to
begin addressing the funding inequalities faced by our
institutes.
Indigenous Institutes are community based
postsecondary education and training institutes that
are Indigenous owned and operated, that are centred
on local, accessible, and culturally appropriate
programming. Indigenous Institutes provide culturally
responsive and safe-learning environments grounded
in Indigenous ways of knowing and living that honour
Indigenous traditions. Indigenous Institutes share many
commonalities and strengths, while also having their
own individual unique strengths and mandates.
There are currently nine Indigenous Institutes in Ontario,
seven of these are member Indigenous Institutes
that comprise the Indigenous Institutes Consortium,
a non-profit corporation mandated to represent the
collective interest of the Indigenous Institutes with
a mission to support the development,1 namely the
Anishinabek Educational Institute, Kenjgewin Teg,
Iohahi:io Akwesasne Adult Education and Training

1

IIC Member Services Models Report: 2019, page 2

2

IIC Federal Engagement Strategy: 2019, page 5

3

IIC Federal Engagement Strategy: 2019
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Centre, Ogwehoweh Skills and Trades Training Centre,
Oshki-Pimache-O-Win: The Wenjack Education Institute
(Oshki-Wenjack), Shingwauk Kinoomaage Gamig, and
Six Nations Polytechnic.2
Indigenous Institutes provide culturally responsive and
safe learning environments making them first-choice
institutions for many Indigenous students seeking
academically rigorous post-secondary education
and applied training grounded in Indigenous ways of
knowing and being. Through a unique range of supports,
Indigenous Institutes provide post-secondary education
and training pathways for many Indigenous students
who would not otherwise pursue further education.3
Some of the key advantages of these
institutions include:
1. access to the growing demographic of Aboriginal
students transitioning to PSE from AIs;
2. innovative, inherently cultural, community-based
delivery of post-secondary education programs;
3. bridges and strong connections to Aboriginal
communities;
4. access to trusted networks of traditional knowledge
in integrating cultural standards in PSE and training
programs;
5. access to a demographic that isn’t otherwise
pursuing PSE;
6. increased range of program and course offerings
that include PSE and training programs;
7. knowledge sharing on developing critical and
cultural student supports and services; and

2
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8. potential funding access for shared
programming opportunities.4

Methodology
In order to prepare for the September 17 – 19, 2019
Governance session, the facilitator has developed a
range of one-on-one interview and individual survey
questions. Participants were provided with lists of
shared goals, Institutional priorities and IIC opportunities
and asked to rank them in terms of importance in an
attempt to refine joint efforts over the next 3 years.
9 IIC member and staff participated in the one-on-one
interviews and 6 IIC members participated in the

4

anonymous survey. Questions and statements were
taken or summarized from key source documents,
including but not limited to: the 2018 IIC Strategic Plan;
2019 IIC Funding Framework and Strategy; 2019 IIC
Member Services Report; 2019 IIC Communications
Plan; and the 2019 Federal Engagement Strategy. The
results were presented to the group for discussion.
At the session, IIC members participated in a discussion
around the implications of the current environment,
further elaborated on the components of the Indigenous
Pillar of PSE, reached agreement on the mandate of the
IIC moving forward, and developed priority areas for the
Strategic Plan.

A Roadmap to Recognition for Aboriginal Institutes in Ontario: October 2014, page 26
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Current Environment
‘We subsist on an economy of scarcity’

Threats

Challenges

Secured Funding

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

There is an absence of adequate operating and capital
fiscal resources poses a great risk to the Institutes and
severely limits the capacity to grow and develop as
the “third” pillar in Ontario’s post-secondary sector5.
There is also considerable and significant variability in
the level of operating and capital resources available to
each of the Institutes. This is likely the result of many
factors, including but not limited to: enrolment levels;
successes in attracting additional federal and provincial
project funding outside of MAESD’s post-secondary
funding for Indigenous Institutes (in support of lifelong
learning mandates); the nature and variability in college/
university partnership agreements; relative program
delivery costs; success in securing Strategic Investment
Funds (SIF); external, private sector partnerships and
contributions, and lastly, a tendency of governments
to base funding allocation decisions upon historical
budgets.6 Secure and sustainable funding continues
to be the main factor in holding back the growth of
the Indigenous Post-Secondary pillar. It is suggested
that until that core funding issues are resolved,
everything else is a band aid solution. The inability, or
unwillingness, of governments to address the paltry
funding has been a great hindrance in moving forward.

In terms of working with the Federal government,
the division of ministries that has led to a lot of
confusion and ultimately a lack of support. The existing
interdepartmental processes are not transparent
and the IIC needs to participate in interdepartmental
tables. Collecting and providing data – particularly
around the supports necessary for Indigenous student
success (ex. life skills, addressing mental health issues,
childcare, etc.) – was seen as central to make the case
for support with funders.
MAINTAINING COHORT OF INSTITUTIONS
As the IIC grows and develops, it is important to
consider either the loss of or addition of new Institute
members. Many IIC members spoke to the strength in
unity, and the need to establish a vision and process
that is practical and realistic taking into context issues
that may affect the composition and future mandate.
Already happening with accreditation council.
RESPECTING, UNDERSTANDING AND
MANAGING DIVERSITY
The IIC member institutes are mandated by and serve
diverse nations with multiple languages and traditions.
Across their differences and with mandates flowing
from distinct First Nations Governments, Indigenous
Institutes have found unity and succeeded in building
solutions in partnership with government.7 Respecting
and managing this diversity, and the ongoing need

5

IIC Funding Framework: Summary Report of Member Consultation/Site Visits: 6

6

IIC Funding Framework: Summary Report of Member Consultation/Site Visits: October 26, 2018: 5.

7

IIC Federal Engagement Strategy: 2019, page 5
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to ensure each member see the benefits of being in
a group, was cited as a key and ongoing challenge.
Institutes are at different points of development and
maturity along the continuum and need different kinds
of support, there are differences between Institutes in
the North and in the South,8 there is also considerable
and significant variability in the level of operating and
capital resources available to each of the Institutes.
Some Institutes generate more resources based on
their mandates. This can lead to feelings of competition
amongst the group, particularly in a proposal-based
funding environment. As a result, it has always been a
balancing act for the IIC to advance any one Institute’s
goals. Moving forward the IIC needs to be both broad
and realistic, and each institution has to have some sort
of meaningful accountability.

back to limited financial resources and a lack of full
time staff, which has handicapped the groups ability to
do basic advocacy, let alone policy work. The current
Executive Director has introduced some communication
channels in order to facilitate this work – but for the
most part the IIC is in light survival mode.

Separation of business and politics

Policy and legal infrastructure

Representation and relationships are a large part of the
mandate of the IIC, as it represents the IIs in discussions
with political bodies, partner organizations, and other
Nations. Some IIC members feel it is important to move
away from the existing political relationships (with
organizations such as the AFN and COO); ensuring that
each institute is speaking for themselves as mandated
representatives from their Chiefs and communities.
Whereas federal and provincial governments want to
work through the larger organizations, the involvement
of educational authorities was deemed more important
than the involvement of political entities. Political
organizations should only be engaged strategically,
wherein the IIC does not have enough traction on
political efforts, so that bi-lateral relationships with the
governments are built and sustained.

We now have the policy and legal infrastructure in
place to develop and deliver our own recognized
post-secondary education credentials. The liberal
government made an increase in funding for Institutes
once legislation was achieved.

Capacity of Governing Council
On of the biggest challenges over the past 2 years has
simply been getting to the meetings. Each institute head
is extremely busy, which creates pitfall around finding
time to do the work of the IIC. Of course this stems

8

Opportunities & Strengths
Capital Assessment
One of largest institutional needs is the capital
necessary to grow and expand. The opportunity for
Institutional capital assessment and analysis as to how
they fit into the government’s capital plan – TPA for
IIC – was cited as the largest existing opportunity to
capitalize on.

Executive Director
The strength and leadership provided by the Executive
Director ensures IIC members are receiving better
information and better support. The ED ensures that
everyone is apprised of developments and has done a
lot to strengthen internal processes.

Our Students
Indigenous Institutes create option, choice, and safe
learning environments (including wrap-around services
and resources) for Indigenous students. IIs build a better
citizen based on our own belief systems while instilling
cultural knowledge. Increased enrolments among all the
IIs has been a strength and dealing with the associated
challenges.

2018 IIC Strategic Plan
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What is the Indigenous PSE Pillar?
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only do we want students to get
a degree, but also come away
with stronger sense of their own
identity and what it means to
be part of their Nation: “They come here and feel they
resources and energy to supporting the lifelong
belong here. Partly because of their identity and how we
learning needs in their communities.9
build the program. But quite simply they feel we want
The IIC has a collective vision for Indigenous Students:
them here”.
A sustained and supported continuum of supports
All the Institutes are deeply and passionately
for students’ skills and talents will lead to outcomes
committed to preserving and strengthening
of meaningful educational and employment success.
Indigenous languages, traditions and culture, and
Students will find cultural connections in land-based
play an essential role in the promotion of cultural
learning, be introduced and supported in connections
learning and language acquisition. The promotion
to their Indigenous languages and will begin to realize
of lifelong learning is important across the sector
their ability and responsibility to pass down their
and some institutes have devoted considerable
cultural knowledge and language to future generations.
Indigenous Institutes will continue building on their
IIC Member Services Models Report: 2019 25.
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successes in becoming exemplary culturally safe spaces
for lifelong learning where students will have multiple
points of access and innovative pathways to barrier-free
post-secondary education and training. Our collective
vision for every Indigenous student is that they find their
path to take their place in the world.10
The Legislation11 recognizes and reiterates the
importance of culture, language and knowledge as the
centre-piece of Indigenous education:
Indigenous Institutes primarily provide accessible
post-secondary education and training, and
pathways to further learning primarily to Indigenous
students in a culturally safe environment.
Indigenous institutes provide education framed by
Indigenous knowledge and languages, worldviews
and Indigenous ways of knowing and living,
and represent one pathway among others for
Indigenous communities and students achieve their
educational visions and goals.
Recognizing that Indigenous Institutes have come
together, in the spirit of reconciliation, mutual
respect and mutual accountability, to enhance
educational opportunities for Indigenous students,
and to promote the revitalization of Indigenous
knowledge, cultures and languages.
The pillar is a way to view Indigenous institutes as a
group with whom government will create policy and
programs. Through the pillar, Indigenous institutes will
continue to advocate for resources and recognition,
while ensuring that government policies and programs
remain relevant and reflect the needs of the Indigenous
communities. Development of the pillar needs to take
into account equitable resourcing of the Institutes;
recognition by government, mainstream institutions and

10

2019 Federal Engagement Strategy

11

Indigenous Institutes Act 2017. Chapter 34 Schedule 20

12

IIC Strategic Plan: 2018-2021, page 9
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the private sector; and recognition of the Institutes for
the Indigenous knowledge/content that is embedded
in all they do. Indigenous institutes have to continue
to control and drive the agenda because they are
accountable to their people and mandated by their
communities.12 The other key components of the
Indigenous PSE pillar are:
•

Indigenous Institutes grant diplomas, certificates
and degrees

•

Institutes have Secure & Equitable Funding

•

Institutes provide full range of Student Supports

•

Indigenous Control over Indigenous Education

Recognition through advocacy, increasing Indigenous
control, and ensuring operational readiness are all
required in order to build the foundational pieces
of the pillar. A fully realized Indigenous Pillar entails
recognition by Governments, mainstream institutions,
and the private sector. Recognition includes reciprocal
accreditation from mainstream PSE partners as well
as Indigenous Institutes with secure and equitable
funding. Articulating and defining what it means to
be self-governing includes developing standards and
best practices for Indigenous Institutes. Ensuring
operational readiness of the IIs includes both Capital
assessment and the capacity to provide a full-range of
student supports.
The diagrams below are meant to articulate and
elaborate on what each component piece of the
Indigenous PSE pillar entails. In the “HOW DO WE
ACHIEVE IT?” section, all actions and activity are based
on supporting the Indigenous Institutes to advance in
that particular area. The IIC will not, and cannot, do
any of the actions and activity without the direction and
authorization of the member Institutes.

7
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Indigenous Institutes grant
diplomas, certificates and degrees

Institutes have Secure (long-term)
& Equitable Funding

What does it mean?

What does it mean?

•

Sustainable and accountable governance
structures leading change

•

Institutes have the capacity to show results
with formalized, annual data collection system

•

Accredited Institutions & Programs

•

Receiving reciprocal accreditation from
mainstream PSEs

•

Comparable resources to other PSE pillars

•

Access to research and infrastructure funding
to support capital investments

How do we achieve it?
•

Building institutional capacity/supporting the
enhancement of governance and administrative
structures of Indigenous Institutes

•

Developing and implementing quality
assurance standards and procedures for the
Indigenous Institutes

•

Shared Outcome measures framework for
Indicators & Methodologies

•

Working with/facilitating work with the
Indigenous Advanced Education & Skills
Council

•

Improve data collection and management with
a goal of moving to a common data system

•

Nurture and grow partnerships across the PSE
and training landscape (including to ensure
transferring accreditation between IIs and
mainstream institutions)

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023

How do we achieve it?
•

Defining gaps/needs/case for investment

•

Identification of additional funding
opportunities (sustainability)

•

Develop funding models that take into account
the needs of Indigenous Institutes

•

Conducting Capital Assessment of
Member Institutes

8
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Indigenous Control Over
Indigenous Education

Institutes provide full range
of Student Supports

What does it mean?

What does it mean?

•

Indigenous Governance & Decision Making

•

Increase Student Retention

•

Education designed, developed and delivered
through Indigenous Institutes

•

Removing financial and admissions barriers
for students

•

Reciprocal Accountability

•

Improve Student Support Services

•

Indigenous research and knowledge

•

Increasing Enrolment

How do we achieve it?

How do we achieve it?

•

Supporting Indigenous identity

•

•

Grounded in Indigenous ways of knowing and
living that honour Indigenous traditions

Ensure core administrative staff and permanent
faculty positions exist across the sector

•

Improve the assessment of incoming students

•

Improve the application process to programs,
streamline and clarify the application,
admissions and offers process between the
institutes and their respective partners

•

Improve student access to
technological resources

•

Expanding program offerings that lead to a
credential from the Institutes

•

Culturally responsive and safelearning environments

•

Promotion of cultural learning and
language acquisition

•

Supporting the lifelong learning needs in
their communities

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023
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IIC Vision Statements
For the 2018 Strategic Plan, IIC members created
a 20-year vision for our communities, students and
institutes – a vision for post-secondary education where
Indigenous knowledge, languages, and culture empower
students with the confidence to achieve greater and
greater successes at home and in the world at large.

Our Community Vision
•

Our people and communities are rooted in
Indigenous culture, knowledge and ways of being,
while understanding other world views. They
are on a healing path and moving forward both
economically and socially.

•

Our communities are strong, healthy, vibrant and
prosperous, with strong and effective leadership.
Members have increased levels of education as a
result of effective community-based delivery, and
increased levels of employment. Our languages are
used at home, at work and in educational settings.

•

Education is a goal and priority for all. We are
moving towards a 100% high school graduation
rate, and there are more members in all age groups
with post-secondary education credentials.

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023

Our Vision for Indigenous Students
•

Students find and take their place in the world as
confident Indigenous people.

•

Students understand and accept their responsibility
for collective well-being that reflects Indigenous
ways of knowing and being.

•

Institutes are supporting and promoting students’
skills and talents through meaningful educational
opportunities that lead to productive employment.
The students are language speakers and have the
ability to pass down the language and culture to
future generations.

•

Students have access and pathways to education
that are barrier-free.

•

They are well-trained and educated, sought-after,
globally competitive.

•

More graduates are successful in finding jobs,
creating jobs and taking leadership roles in their
communities.

10
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Indigenous Institutes Consortium Vision
Leading Post-Secondary Education Indigenous Institutions of Choice for Life Long
Learning in a Culturally Supportive Environment for All Learners

Our Mission Statement
IIC Facilitates and Champions Recognition and Relationships that Advance Indigenous
Control Over Indigenous Post-Secondary Education in Ontario.
In the short term, members see the IIC continuing in
its current role as a coordinating body that advocates
for Indigenous post-secondary education, supports
collaboration among Institutes to build capacity and
leadership, and shares best practices among its
members. IIC supports building stronger relationships

13

to leverage and support the advancement of Indigenous
control over Indigenous education. “Indigenous Institutes
work collectively to secure adequate resources to
support the development and promote the recognition
of member institutes. The IIC is a forum to address
collective issues amongst the Indigenous Institutes”.13

IIC Member Services Models Report: 2019: 24

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023
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Our Mandate
IIC’s role is to provide the highest quality representation to members, both collectively
and individually, and to actively protect our rights as Indigenous Institutes.
As a collective, the IIC facilitates and champions
recognition and relationships that advance Indigenous
control over Indigenous PSE in Ontario by:
•

Representing the common interests of the institutes
with governments, funders, nations, and political
entities;

•

Assisting Institutes in capacity building: data,
professional standards, research and best
practices;

•

Increasing the awareness of and promotes
Institutes to support recruitment efforts;

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023

•

Facilitating and increases awareness of additional
resource opportunities;

•

Providing guidance and direction around the
development of professional standards; and

•

Enhancing collaboration between the Institutes to
create opportunities for learners.

IIC operating as a best practices office that facilitates
collective projects on behalf of all members; taking
weight off individual shoulders instead of replicating
services, in order to avoid duplication, build economies
of scale, and enhance collaboration.

12
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Our Shared Values
The Seven Grandfather Teachings provide a solid
foundation for our core values:

The IIC values truth, which is demonstrated
through openness, acceptance, and trust. We
will work in compliance with rules we’ve set for
ourselves, and uphold our commitments to each
other, ensuring accountability to each other and the
communities we serve.

Truth

Wisdom

Humility

Respect

Courage

Honesty

Truth

Love

Respect
Respectful relationships are fundamental to achieving
our shared vision. We will demonstrate respect through:

Humility
The IIC promotes cultural humility by demonstrating
respect and support for the cultural diversity of our
members, Aboriginal peoples, and others. We will
deliberate and plan by taking into account everyone’s
situation and being sensitive to how different
communities work.

Love
IIC members will practice love by promoting
inclusiveness, and building an environment built on
kindness, as a safe space where we as First Nations
people draw strength from our identity, spirituality,
cultural practices, and our communities. The
Governance Circle agrees to approach issues with a
good mind while working collectively to fulfill its vision in
the interest of the future generations.

•

Respecting the autonomy and individual
circumstances of our members

Honesty

•

Addressing issues in a timely manner

•

Deliberate in many voices, while governing with one
and in the best interest of the organization

•

Being prepared to make decisions, and
demonstrating support for decisions by speaking
with one voice.

The IIC will conduct business in a manner that will
exemplify ethical behaviour and conduct that is
above reproach. This includes addressing issues
in a timely manner and conducting ourselves with
integrity and function as an effective and efficient
business – meaning servicing their mandate and using
policy and processes with respect to resources and
achieving mission.

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023
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Courage

Wisdom

IIC will demonstrate courage by inspiring others through
their own sense of dedication and high purpose. The
organization is one of continuous improvement,
encouraging lifelong learning not only for students but
for the organizations.

IIC will use wise practices and traditional knowledge in
their joint endeavours.

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023
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Our Plan
An overview
Vision
Leading Post-Secondary Education Indigenous
Institutions of Choice for Life Long Learning in a
Culturally Supportive Environment for All Learners

Mission
IIC facilitates and czhampions recognition
andrelationships that advance Indigenous
controlover Indigenous PSE in Ontario

This Strategic Plan marks a new chapter for the IIC –
one in which we articulate a set of three-year goals,
objectives, strategies and a set of specific priorities for
2020-2023. The goals are strategic aspirations over the
next 3 years, and are based on the current capacity of
the organization and member Institutes. These 4 goals
represent core aspects of building capacity for the
longer term Community and Student visions outlined
above. Each goal area also articulates the longer term
outcomes desired in each area and outlined in IIC
documents. These are not meant to be indicators of
success, but benchmarks to understand the ultimate
goals of both the Institutes and the IIC. Performance
measures will be articulated for each area in the annual
workplans based on the financial and staff capacity.

Mandate
•

Represents the common interests of the
institutes with governments, funders, nations,
and political entities

•

Assists Institutes in capacity building: data,
professional standards, research and best
practices

•

Increases the awareness of and promotes
Institutes to support recruitment efforts

•

Facilitates and increases awareness of
additional resource opportunities

•

Provides guidance and direction around the
development of professional standards

•

Enhances collaboration between the institutes
to create opportunities for learners

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023

Goal 1

Goal 2

Championing long
term adequate, stable,
predictable funding for
Institutes

Supporting improved
data collection and
management with a goal
of moving to a common
data system

Developing and
disseminating best
practices to support
building the capacity
of IIs

Nurturing and growing
its partnerships across
the post-secondary
education and
training landscape

Goal 4

Goal 3

15
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Goal 1: Championing long term,
adequate, stable, and predictable
funding for Indigenous Institutes
Currently, Indigenous Institutes rely primarily on four
sources of funding:
1. Partnership agreements with colleges and
universities that provide for the sharing of
revenues such as through tuition and student fees,
provincial operating grants, that are associated
with partnership programs delivered by Indigenous
Institutes;
2. Funding from the Ontario Government delivered
through the Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities (MTCU) Student Success Fund which is
currently the largest funding source for Indigenous
Institutes;

wide array of high quality in demand programs and
courses, but they cannot ensure that they will be offered
from year to year. Indigenous Institutes do not have
the infrastructure to sustain or grow their programs.
Instead or focusing on serving students, too much staff
time must be devoted to researching and applying for
grants. Indigenous Institutes require long-term funding
to become fully sustainable, integral components of
the post-secondary education and training system.
Indigenous Institutes face particular funding challenges
due to a lack of secure operational funding and a lack of
access to capital grants.

Championing long term adequate, stable,
predictable funding for Indigenous Institutes

3. Funding from the federal governments through the
Post-Secondary Partnerships Program; and
4. Project-based funding through competitive grant
writing, as eligible.14
Indigenous Institutes face considerable funding
constraints as they do receive operational or capital
funding and most of the federal and provincial funding
received can only be applied towards developing and
delivering accredited programs in partnership with
colleges and universities. These funding constraints
mean that Indigenous Institutes have developed a

14

Identifying philanthropic resources, private
sector partnerships and contributions

Assisting Indigenous Institutes in accessing
funding for Major Capital and Special Purpose
grant funding

IIC Federal Engagement Strategy: 2019, page 14
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Objectives

Strategies

Long-term Outcomes

Building and
nurturing
relationships within
Federal/Provincial
governments to
influence funding
decisions and
increase core

Develop Provincial and federal government champions.

Obtain renewed provincial
funding commitment.

Define gaps/needs/and the case for investment.
Facilitate II meetings with funders.
Facilitate II applications for grants/funding applications and
deadlines.

Obtain federal funding to
match provincial investment.
Secure funding for an IIC
Executive Director.
A signed contractual
agreement between the IIC
and both ISC and the Ministry.
Member Indigenous Institutes
achieving recognition through
annualized, secure sources of
funding.

Develop mutually acceptable funding principles to guide the
funding framework.

Funding that is responsive to
community needs.

Review funding principles to be more specific for each Institute
reflecting following factors: enrolment, northern, rural and remote,
small-size, language and cultural preservation and mission.

Identifying
philanthropic
resources, private
sector partnerships
and contributions

Identify other funding opportunities for the Institutes.
Explore trusts as a source of income and revenue opportunity.
Explore alumni as a revenue stream.
Facilitate linking to members to foundations.
Increase awareness of institutions and foster relationships with
private sector.
Facilitate discussions, create relationships and develop tools to
support IIs in leveraging more funding.
Develop a tool kit to incentivize partnerships with IIs that includes
educates those major companies that want to work with IIs.
Increasing the understanding and awareness around terminology,
protocols and Indigenous spaces.

Assisting Indigenous
Institutes in
accessing funding
for Major Capital
and Special Purpose
grant funding

More sustainable funding.

Conduct a capital assessment of member Indigenous Institutes.
Determine what is needed for operations such as maintenance,
upgrades, instructional equipment, learning resources and
upgrades to digital infrastructure, including hardware and
software upgrades.

STRAT EGIC PLA N DEVEL OP MENT: 2020 – 2023

Member Indigenous Institutes
achieving recognition from
Indigenous people, employers,
governments and the public
as integral components of
Ontario’s post-secondary
education system.
Balancing short-term training
needs with a longer term view
of the labour market and the
broad aims of education.
Access to minor and major
capital funding.
Institutes have the appropriate
facilities to support growth
and development.
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Goal 2: Supporting improved data
collection and management with a
goal of moving to a common data
system
IIs are not supported at parity to colleges and
universities to offer the programs and services
Indigenous peoples need, but are looked to as leaders
and trailblazers by communities that are exercising their
self-determination over education. The gap is likely due
to several factors, which have been explored in previous
IIC studies; however, we don’t have the data to tell the
full story. There’s no clear policy prerogative for the
gap, but there’s also no data or analysis giving a clear
pathway on how to best close it.
So how exactly can we measure the program/service
gap? What are the potential effects of the gap? What’s
the “Finance Case” to close it? Further, the existing
system – Orbund – has created significant and ongoing
challenges for the IIs. Reasonable expectations were
shared, but not responded well to by Orbund and the
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IIs have exhausted resources to make IIs work within
the Orbund system. Now a new data management
alternative is required. The system should be capable
of integrating the system of partnering colleges and
accessing those partner programs. For example, Orbund
is not compatible with the Mohawk College system, so
Instructors are not utilizing the feature.

Improve data collection and management with
a goal of moving to a common data system

Develop a process for and agreement on a
Common Data System & Reporting Framework

Adopt an effective software program that
collects, stores and provides info to make good
decisions on students, forecasts and planning,
measuring your level of success.
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Objectives

Strategies

Long-term Outcomes

Develop a Process
for and Agreement
on a Common
Data System &
Reporting Framework

Establish a small team to work on data and support institutes on
collection of data and work with government on data issues.

Institutes have the capacity
to show results, through
a formalized, annual data
collection system.15

Identify metrics that we would like to collect as a sector and come
to consensus on what data IIC should collect:
•

Enrolment growth Participation rates

•

Student satisfaction and engagement

•

Retention and graduate rates

•

Engagement with Indigenous communities

•

Preservation of Indigenous culture

•

Employment outcomes

Work with MTCU to initiate:
•

Continuing on improving enrolment data, and further define
enrolment.

•

Develop a standard definition of “full-time” and “part-time”

Continue work on Graduation data.

Adopt an effective
software program
that collects, stores
and provides info to
make good decisions
on students, forecasts
and planning,
measuring your level
of success.

15

Identify options and agree on a new program for use by IIs.
Secure funding for a new program.
Identify policies and best practices required for new system.

A student info system that is
integrated with our business
processes.

Template and disseminate effective policies to support the
protection of information and adherence to OCAP principles.

A Roadmap to Recognition for Aboriginal Institutes in Ontario, 2014: 2
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Goal 3: Developing and disseminating
best practices to support building the
capacity of IIs
A key role of the IIC is assisting Institutes in capacity
building, particularly around issues of data, professional
standards, and research and best practices. The IIC
operating as a best practices office that facilitates
collective projects on behalf of all members; taking
weight off individual shoulders instead of replicating
services, in order to avoid duplication, build economies
of scale, and enhance collaboration.
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Developing and disseminating best practices to
support building the capacity of IIs

Develop a shared services model

Design a joint process and research strategy
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Objectives

Strategies

Long-term Outcomes

Develop a shared
services model

Identify IIs priorities for future program and service developments
to meet the unique needs of Indigenous students.

Enhanced governance and
administrative structures of
Indigenous Institutes.

Identify opportunities for shared services as well as highlighting
where unique needs exist. Identification of knowledge and data
gaps.

Recommendations to close
program/service gaps.16

Draw on existing data to show correlations between funding
levels, program and service availabilities, and outcomes.

Design a joint process
and research strategy

Articulate an agreed upon process for an IIC (joint II)
research strategy.

Building II capacity.

Develop a list of required policies for purposes of accreditation,
provide examples or tools to navigate policy space, adapt
policies to for Indigenous Institutions: eg. Cultural leave, Sexual
harassment, Defamation, Human rights training.
Research and develop transition models that support long-term
planning for the Indigenous Institutes Sector.
Identify, define and expand the Indigenous Institutes wrap-around
holistic student services models as best practices.
Conduct joint research in priority areas include:

16

•

recruitment and enrolment

•

institutional development research strategy and joint process

•

referrals and mental health supports

Creative Fire Presentation, September 18, 2019.
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Goal 4: Nurturing and growing
IIC partnerships across the postsecondary education and training
landscape
Indigenous Institutes are determined to lead innovation
in the post-secondary education and training sector
by exploring stackable credentials that will allow
their students to demonstrate the competencies
and skills they have developed on the pathway to
full post-secondary education certificates, diplomas,
and degrees. Indigenous Institutes will continue
developing student-focused flexible delivery models
while wholistically applying a systems-lens to students’
life-long education journey.17
Indigenous Institutes in Ontario presently partner with
colleges and universities to deliver post-secondary
programming. Many variations currently exist
within these partnerships and/or articulation type of
agreements made between Indigenous Institutes and
mainstream colleges and universities. Many, but not all
agreements provide for negotiated revenue sharing such
as tuition and student fees, and provincial operating
grants that are associated with the programs delivered
by Indigenous Institutes. With no set framework for how
partnerships operate and significant differences across
partnership agreements in how resources are shared,
this source of funding is inconsistent for long-term
sustainable funding for Indigenous Institutes.18

17

IIC Federal Engagement Strategy: 2019, page 9

18

IIC Federal Engagement Strategy: 2019, page 14
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As Indigenous Institutes gain the ability to develop and
deliver their own credentials, they expect to continue
partnering with mainstream colleges and universities
to provide added value to Ontario’s post-secondary
system. As directed by their community governance
structures, the Indigenous Institutes sector intends
to nurture and grow its partnerships across the postsecondary education and training landscape.
Nurture and grow its partnerships
across the post-secondary
education and training landscape
Establish IIC as the relationship partner for
Indigenous Education

Create champions within PSE Institutions and
Associations by leveraging existing research

Support effective, respectful and meaningful
partnerships within the PSE system

Assist in establishing professional standards
in alignment with IAESC standards
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Objectives

Strategies

Long Term Outcomes

Establish IIC as the
relationship partner
for Indigenous
Education

Expand relationships in mainstream postsecondary institutions
(PSIs) and provincial associations, public and private foundations,
as well as the private sector.

Recognition

Collaboration and networking with our peer institutes.
•

Increase engagement opportunities with post-secondary
sector stakeholders

Going to PSE trade shows and conventions.

Create champions
within PSE
Institutions and
Associations by
leveraging existing
research

•

Promotion of IIs by travelling to tradeshows to do the same
work as University/College

•

IIC to promote IIs and share with local students

Raise awareness about sector (make newsworthy) by
demonstrating success stories.

Recognition

Work with Ontario HS to provide student and community success
stories:
•

Develop key messages for graduating students

•

Develop tools/information for staff that supports graduating
students

Provide student success stories.

Support effective,
respectful and
meaningful
partnerships within
the PSE system

Creation of Partnership best practices to be used by Indigenous
Institutes to engage with external partners and by external
partners to engage with Indigenous Institutes.
Province-wide dialogue with mainstream institutions about
consistent partnership arrangements.

IIC is a partner for advocacy/
dialogue related to about the
Indigenous post-secondary
education sector in Ontario.

Improve the application process to programs, streamline and
clarify the application, admissions and offers process between the
institutes and their respective partners.

Creating pathways to PSE
through credit transfer among
the IPSIs.

Review and improve the application/admission processes between
college/university partners and Indigenous Institutes.

Facilitating student mobility.

Streamline and clarify the application, admissions and offers
process between the institutes and their respective partners:

Assist in establishing
professional
standards in
alignment with IAESC
standards

•

Improve the application process to program

•

One student application – INDSPIRE as partner

Work with/facilitate working with the Indigenous Advanced
Education & Skills Council.
IIC outline a step by step process for each Institute – and track
where they are:
•

IIC to facilitate II questions throughout process

•

IIC to engage those IIs that are further along in order to
identify best practices for others
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Receiving reciprocal
accreditation from
mainstream PSEs.
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Conclusion
Through 25 years of ongoing advocacy, IIC now has the
policy and legal infrastructure in place to develop and
deliver our own recognized post-secondary education
credentials. Today, the IIC is the collective voice of the
province’s Indigenous education sector and is driving
the push for resources and capacity building required
to ensure that Indigenous education forms a viable and
sustainable third pillar alongside Ontario’s colleges and

19

universities.19 Building the Indigenous post-secondary
pillar will require ongoing collaboration and significant
capacity building. The IIC is transitioning from an
organization focused on advocacy to one that will lead,
in partnership with its members, the building of the
Indigenous post-secondary pillar as the first choice for
Indigenous students in Ontario.

IIC Strategic Plan: 2018-2021
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